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ABSTRACT: The Brazilian practice on the measurement of foundation settlements implies that measurements are carried out only in 

cases o f construction faults, like fissures and cracks on the structure. Measurements are also performed to verify the influence of deep 

excavations on adjacent buildings. Although there are remarkable case histories o f measurement of settlements from the beginning of 

construction in the Brazilian literature, they are very few. Actually, references about this subject are few even in the international 

literature. As far as measurement o f foundation loads are concerned, published results are seldom found in the international literature. 

This paper presents the settlements and strains measured on columns from the beginning o f construction on a 11-storeyed building on 

piles in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The measured strains aimed at the estimation of column loads. The paper focus attention on settlement 

measurements from the beginning of construction which is intended to be a routine quality control for foundation jobs.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Brazilian practice on measurement of foundation settlements 

implies that measurements are carried out only when problems 

like fissures and cracks on the structure arise. Measurements are 

also performed to verify the influence of deep excavations on 

adjacent buildings.

Although there are remarkable case histories concerning 

settlement measurements from the beginning of construction in 

the Brazilian literature, they are few and related to important 

buildings or difficult subsoil conditions. Actually, the case 

histories are few even in the international literature.

Among the Brazilian case histories, the measurement of  

settlements of tall buildings in Sào Paulo (e.g. Vargas, 1948, 

1961) are generally mentioned in the international literature, and 

some measurements have been carried out for decades (Vargas 

and Leme de Moraes, 1989). Significant effort has also been 

undertaken to carry out measurements on tall buildings in 

Northeast Brazil (e.g. Gusmâo and Gusmâo Filho, 1994). 

However, almost no measurements have been carried out in 

common buildings.

A cooperation between COPPE/Federal University of Rio de 

Janeiro and Construtora Ben has started in 1992 aiming at the 

measurement of settlements from the beginning of construction 

as a routine quality control for foundations.

Measurements of strains in order to estimate loads on columns 

have also been performed from the beginning of construction. 

These measurements contribute to clarify the well known 

problem of soil structure interaction and the influence of the 

rigidity o f the structure on settlements and load redistribution on 

columns (e.g. Chamecki, 1956, Gusmâo and Gusmâo Filho, 

1994).
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Fig. 1 - Columns lay-out.

conditions are shown in Fig. 2, where SPT results are also 

included. It must be remembered that the Brazilian SPT delivers 

about 72% o f the theoretical free fall energy to the drill rods 

(Decourt, 1989). Franki piles 520 mm and 600 mm outside 

diameter were employed and their bases were installed about 1 m 

on the sand layer just below the soft clay layer.

3 SETTLEMENT MEASUREMENTS

2 TYPES OF BUILDINGS

The measurements have been carried out in two reinforced 

concrete buildings, both situated in Rio de Janeiro. The first one 

is a 11-storeyed building on piles and the second one is a 3- 

storeyed building on shallow foundations. Due to lack o f space 

just the first building is analysed in this paper. The plan area of a 

typical storey (Fig. 1) is approximately 22 m x 22 m. There is a 

garage storey occupying a broader area, excavated about 2 m 

below the original ground level. The design column loads vary 

from 903 kN to 4100 kN. Typical characteristics o f the soil

Settlement measurements are being carried out with the aid of 

stainless steel pins installed on the columns face. The initial 

readings were taken on 23 December 1992 and last 

measurements were carried out on 7 February 1996. The concrete 

structure was finished on January 1994, and it is estimated that 

almost 100% of the self weight was present on the structure about 

August 1995. However, the building will be occupied just on 

December 1996. The settlements measured on the 2 higher load 

columns from the beginning o f construction are included in Table

1 and the settlements measured on 3 August 1995 and 7 February 

1996 are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1 - Settlements measured on higher load columns.

Date

Settlements

(mm) Building

C18 C22

23/12/92 0 0 Subsoil ceiling concreted.

12/02/93 0.37 1.17 First typical floor concreted.

05/04/93 1.58 2.54 Third typical floor concreted.

17/05/93 2.53 3.75 Fifth typical floor concreted.

17/08/93 5.70 7.27 Eighth typical floor concreted. 

Masonry finished up to third storey.

26/01/94 11.17 Concrete structure finished. Masonry 

finished up to eleventh storey and 

roof also completed. Internal 

covering finished up to fifth storey.

03/08/95 21.99 23.78 Covering being finished.

07/02/96 - 26.61 Finishing.

Table 2 - Settlements measured on 3 August 1995 and 7 February 

1996.

Column Settlement (mm)

3 August 1995 7 February 1996

5 9.74 11.33

6 20.35 23.40

7 18.79 -

9 18.44 -

14 19.20 22.01

15 16.84 18.55

18 21.99 -

22 23.78 26.61

24 19.73 -

28 16.59 18.84

30 18.90 21.31

32 16.34 18.55

33 20.52 -

34 11.48 12.28

35 19.42 21.77

As far as angular distortion is concerned, the higher values on 

3/08/95 and 7/02/96 are in the range 1/600-1/700. These values 

have been measured between the columns on the comer (C5 and 

C34) and adjacent columns. No fissures or cracks have been 

detected so far. The angular distortion for internal columns have 

always been smaller than 1/ 1000.

Table 3 - Strain measurements.

Column

Strain (x 10"6)

10 July 1995 9 February 1996

5 678 -

9 646 -

14 724 -

15 735 706

22 501 506

4 STRAIN MEASUREMENTS

Strain measurements are being carried out on five columns, 

named 5, 9, 14, 15 and 22, on two opposite faces or on the four 

faces of each column. Two bronze pins were installed in each 

face and a small hole was done on each pin in a way that a 

mechanical Huggenberg extensometer could measure the distance 

between the 2 holes. The same operator has performed all the 

measurements, since it has been found that different operators 

could obtain different results. Moreover, 3 series o f readings were 

taken each time to check the repeatability o f the measurements. 

Consistent results were found with this procedure, i.e. in almost 

all cases the strains have increased with the increase of load. 

Mean values of the strains measured on the columns are shown in 

Table 3. Due to lack o f space, column loads estimation including 

load redistribution are not presented herein.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Settlements o f foundations and strains on columns from the 

beginning o f construction on a 11-storeyed building on piles in 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, have been presented. Maximum values of 

the angular distortion on 3 August 1995 and 7 February 1996 are 

in the range 1/600-1/700 and have been measured between the 

columns on the comer and adjacent columns. No fissures or 

cracks have been detected so far. The angular distortion for 

internal columns have always been smaller than 1/ 1000.

The measurement o f settlements from the beginning of  

construction of common jobs is intended to become a routine 

quality control for foundations in Brazil.
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